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Shark Rotator Professional Lift-Away

Extra large capacity dustcup and Anti-Allergen Complete Seal Technology traps over 99.99% of dust and

allergens inside the vacuum

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.You will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.Never Loses Suction upright vacuum features 3 vacuums in one, a powerful upright, a lift-away pod for portable cleaning and a convenient canister

vacuumExtra large capacity dustcup and Anti-Allergen Complete Seal Technology traps over 99.99% of dust and allergens inside the vacuumUltra-maneuverable

swivel steering provides the ultimate control to get in and around obstacles and furniturePowerful motorized brushroll can be turned on or off, providing superior

performance on both carpets and bare floorsIncludes 5 Year Manufacturer WarrantyProduct DescriptionStyle Name: VacuumShark Rotator Professional Lift Away

(NV501)  This powerful Never Loses Suction upright vacuum features a unique detachable and portable canister that lifts away for effortless cleaning in and around

the home. The extra large capacity dustcup and Anti-Allegen Complete Seal Technology traps over 99.9% of dust and allergens inside the vacuum.Swivel Steering

and Cleaner CarpetsEnhanced swivel steering provides the ultimate control to get in and around obstacles and furtniture and ultra quiet technology allows for

operation anywhere, anytime. The Powerful motorized brushroll can be turned on or off, providing superior performance on both carpets and bare

floors.ToolsIncludes a premium pet power brush, crevice tool, dusting brush, canister caddy, extra straight suction floor nozzle and wide upholstery tool brush for

versatile cleaning throughout the home. An extra long 30 foot power cord provides maximum range for cleaning large spaces quickly and easily.Shark Rotator

Professional Lift Away (NV501)Model: NV501Power: 1200 WattsSurface Cleaning Types: Carpet, Bare FloorsSwivel Steering: YesCord Length: 30 ftCleaning

Path: 9.5 ftProduct Weight: 15.8 lbsFiltration: Sealed vacuum technology with Washable HEPA FiltersSuction Control: YesWhat's in the box?Comes with a Dusting

Brush, 12 inch Crevice Tool, Canister Caddy, Premium Pet Power Brush, Wide Pet Upholstery Tool, Straight Suction Nozzle.
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